
technology & 
POWER
Products that support
COMMUNICATION & CONNECTION

SPACE ENHANCERS



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Chief 3 x 3 Video Wall, Indiana 
Furniture KickStart, Indiana 
Furniture Spirit

taking technology 
TO A NEW LEVEL 
Technology is more important than ever. It deeply affects businesses 
and how their teams communicate and connect . . . not only with 
one another, but with vendors, clients, communities, and more. 
Given our reliance on technology and powered gadgets and devices, 
it’s essential to have access to the tools that support their continual 
and consistent use. Technology choices that you make for business 
can have profound impacts on work behavior and satisfaction. And 
it’s a never-ending progression of evolving improvements that can 
make work life better for everyone. Take some time to explore the 
technology solutions available to your organization and make a plan 
to power up!





PRODUCTS SHOWN
i3-Technologies i3TOUCH E-Series 
Interactive Display, Global Bungee, 
Global Spritz





PRODUCTS SHOWN
ESI Evolve2-MS Monitor Arm, Trendway Choices, 
Magnuson Group PIC



A complete and productive workspace considers every detail, including 
important ergonomic guidelines that address physical health and well-being. 
Adjustable monitor arms, for example, help eliminate the tendency to sit in 
awkward positions by maintaining the proper viewing distance, height and 
angle of the monitor. They also free up the workspace to reduce clutter and 
increase efficiency and collaboration. Using dual monitors can increase 
productivity over a single monitor.

ARMED WITH 
first-class solutions



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Chief Koncis Dual Monitor Arm, Safco Medina, Safco Poise, 
ES Robbins Trendsetter





PRODUCTS SHOWN
ESI Kata2, ESI VictoryLX 3-Leg, ESI Amble, Trendway Code



Video displays and monitor supports are just a few of the technology and 
power tools available. Over the next few pages, you’ll find innovative solutions 
that address other unique business needs. From the conference room to the 
breakroom, today’s technology permeates every workspace and corridor. Explore 
the options and make a plan to equip your organization with exactly what you 
need to get the job done easily, efficiently, and hassle-free! 

GET A GOOD LOOK
at all your options 



FLAT PANEL CART 

MooreCo Mediaspace

SUPPORTIVE solutions

LAPTOP TABLE 

ESI Motific



PROJECTOR MOUNT

Chief Large Venue Mount



DEVICE KIOSK 

Chief Tablet Stand

POWERFUL solutions

POWER TOWER 

Global Isle



CHARGING HUB

ESI FlexCharge4



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Safco TechWorks, Safco Vue Intensive 
Use Mesh Task Chair, Safco Movable 
Fatigue Mat, Safco Steel Shelving



let’s talk 
TECH

Advancing research, design, and 
engineering tasks require ample 
space and heavy-duty capabilities to 
support rigorous testing and col-
laboration. Benching stations and 
accessories maximize usable space, 
while robust technology integration 
facilitates tech-intensive work to 
fast-track results.

No matter the size of the footprint, 
there is a solution that will work for 
each technical need, and we can 
help!

Now that you’ve considered tech-
nology tools, let’s talk about furniture 
options designed specifically to 
support technical work.



SOLUTIONS with 
exceptional strength

PRODUCTS SHOWN
Safco TechWorks, Movable Fatigue Mat, Steel 
Shelving, and Extended-Height Lab Stool



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Safco TechWorks, Vue Intensive Use 
Mesh Task Chair, Movable Fatigue Mat, 
and Steel Shelving




